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Let XP(/, //, [ ]) be the fragment of XPath 1.0, consisting of queries that involve only
the child and descendant axes, and predicates without disjunction or negation
(and no wildcard nodetests); these queries can be represented as tree patterns. We
consider the problem of rewriting a query Q using a materialized view V , where Q , V ∈
XP(/, //, [ ]). We present more eﬃcient algorithms for the following: (1) Determine if
an equivalent rewriting of Q using V exists; ﬁnd the smallest such rewriting, when it
exists. A previously-known algorithm runs in O (|Q |2 + |Q ||V |) time. For the special case
when Q is known to be minimal, we present an O (|Q ||V |) algorithm. (2) Determine
if a (nonempty) contained rewriting of Q using V exists. We present an O (|Q ||V |)
algorithm, compared to the previous O (|Q ||V |2) algorithm. We also present a more
eﬃcient algorithm for ﬁnding a maximal such rewriting, when it exists. Then we extend
this result to a subset of XP(/, //, [ ],∗) that allows restricted occurrences of wildcard
nodetests.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the Query Answering using Views (QAV) problem: Answer a query Q using a materialized view V .
We consider the case where Q and V belong to the fragment XP(/, //, [ ]) or XP(/, //, [ ],∗) [19,20] of XPath 1.0 [8].
XP(/, //, [ ]) consists of queries that involve only the child and descendant axes, and predicates without disjunction or
negation; XP(/, //, [ ],∗) consists, in addition, of queries that also involve wildcard nodetests. Queries in XP(/, //, [ ]) and
XP(/, //, [ ],∗) can be represented as tree patterns [1,19,20].
The QAV problem has been studied extensively for relational databases [17,13,24]. There have been several recent works
on the problem for XML databases. We consider two versions of the problem:
• Equivalent Rewriting (ER). An equivalent rewriting of Q using V is a query R such that R(V (D)) = Q (D) for all
databases D . We let ER(Q , V ) denote any such rewriting.
• Maximal Contained Rewriting (MCR). A contained rewriting of Q using V is a query R = ∅ such that R(V (D)) ⊆ Q (D),
for all databases D . A maximal contained rewriting is the largest contained rewriting; it is equivalent to the union of
all the contained rewritings. We let MCR(Q , V ) denote any maximal contained rewriting of Q using V .
As per the usual XPath semantics [8], Q (D) (similarly for V (D)) is a list of subtrees rooted at some of the nodes of D ,
in document order. To allow for composition (ex. R(V (D))), we modify this: Q (D) has a special document root (labeled /)
added above these subtrees, so that Q (D) is single well-formed XML document (see Deﬁnition 2.2). The rewritings R we
consider will have the child axis as the ﬁrst axis. So, the ﬁrst location step in R will only match some of the nodes
in V (D), immediately below the document root; this ensures that the rest of R will start navigating from the top level
elements in V (D).
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• We have ER(Q , V ) = /b/c [.//d and ./e]. This is because, for any XML document D , V (D) would contain all the b nodes
in D that have a child c node matching the third location step in Q . V (D) might contain some additional b nodes, but
ER(Q , V ) will ﬁlter out their child c nodes that do not match the third location step in Q .
• If we change V to V ′ = /a//b [.//d and .// f ], then there is no ER(Q , V ′). This is because, for some D , V ′(D) would not
contain all the b nodes in D that have a child c node matching the third location step in Q . But the above ER(Q , V ) is
a contained rewriting of Q using V ′; /b//b/c [.//d and ./e] is another such contained rewriting.
• If we add the predicate [./ f ] to the ﬁrst location step in Q , then there is no equivalent or contained rewriting using V
or V ′ . This is because, given V (D), it is not possible to determine if the root element a in D satisﬁes the new predicate.
Since this predicate involves the child axis, enforcing it on the nodes in V (D) or V ′(D) would not suﬃce.
• Instead, if we add the predicate [.// f ] to the ﬁrst location step in Q (resulting in the query Q ′), then there is again
no equivalent rewriting using V or V ′ . But there is a contained rewriting that enforces this predicate on the b nodes in
V (D) or V ′(D),
MCR
(
Q ′, V
)= (/b [.// f ]/c [.//d and ./e]) ∣∣ (/b [.// f ]//b/c [.//d and ./e]),
where | denotes the union operator. Since V ′ already enforces this predicate on the b nodes,
MCR
(
Q ′, V ′
)= (/b/c [.//d and ./e]) ∣∣ (/b//b/c [.//d and ./e]).
Related work. The QAV problem has been studied extensively for relational databases [17,13,24]. There have been several
recent works on the problem for XML databases. Much of this work has been on the ER problem. The objective here is to
speed up the evaluation of Q using previously cached answers for various V ’s. Calvanese et al. [6] and Grahne and Thomo
[12] studied this for regular path queries on semistructured data; Papakonstantinou and Vassalos [23] also studied query
rewriting using semistructured views. Deutsch and Tannen [9] studied reformulation of XQuery queries in the context of re-
lational to XML publishing. Chen and Rudensteiner [7], Yang et al. [29] and Balmin et al. [3] studied heuristic approaches for
rewriting XPath queries using views. Chen and Rudensteiner [7] and Mandhani and Suciu [18] studied semantic caching of
views. Mandhani and Suciu [18] presented a suﬃcient condition for the ER problem for XP(/, //, [ ],∗); it is not a necessary
condition, even for XP(/, //, [ ]). Pal et al. [22] studied query evaluation using a set of materialized views, while the schema
evolves. Yang et al. [29] studied the selection of views for caching, using data mining techniques. Xu and Ozsoyoglu [30] and
Tang and Zhou [27] proved theoretical results for Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗). In particular, Xu and Ozsoyoglu [30] characterized
the complexity of ER for various subclasses of XP(/, //, [ ],∗): It is coNP-hard for XP(/, //, [ ],∗), and is polynomial-time
solvable for XP(/, //, [ ]). Arion et al. [2] considered the case where the query and the view are extended tree patterns; these
patterns capture a large subset of XQuery, including optional nodes, nesting, value predicates and element identiﬁers. They
studied pattern containment and equivalent rewriting, under constraints speciﬁed by a structural summary.
Fan et al. [11] studied the reverse of our ER problem. Their input query Q is expressed in terms of a virtual view V ,
and they want to rewrite Q in terms of the source document. This problem arises in enforcing access control on XML data,
where a user is only allowed access to the data available through the view V ; the user query Q on V needs to be evaluated
without materializing V . If Q and V are XPath queries, then the desired rewriting can be easily obtained by appending Q
to V . Fan et al. considered the case where V is expressed using an annotated DTD, and proved closure and complexity
results based on whether the DTD is recursive.
Now, consider the MCR problem. XML is widely used for integration of information from multiple sources. Information
from each source is only available as a materialized view, and queries need to be answered using these views. It is usually
not possible to ﬁnd an equivalent rewriting, because of lack of direct access to source data. Hence, the best we can hope for
is a maximal contained rewriting, which provides the best possible answer based on the given views [16,13,24]. Pottinger
and Levy [24] presented an eﬃcient algorithm for ﬁnding a contained rewriting, for conjunctive relational queries using
views. Lakshmanan et al. [15] is the ﬁrst paper to study the MCR problem for XPath queries; we discuss their results below,
under “Our contributions”. They also studied the MCR problem in the presence of restricted kinds of schema.
As for relational databases, the QAV problem for XML is closely related to the query containment problem: Given queries
Q 1 and Q 2, determine if Q 1(D) ⊆ Q 2(D), for all databases D . There has been much work on XPath query containment.
Miklau and Suciu [19] showed that the problem is coNP-hard for XP(/, //, [ ],∗). Amer-Yahia et al. [1] and Ramanan [25]
presented polynomial-time algorithms for containment and minimization, for the class XP(/, //, [ ]). Neven and Schwentick
[21] and Wood [28] studied query containment under DTD constraints. Tang and Zhou [27] presented results relating ER
and query containment.
Our contributions. Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
• ER problem. We consider this problem for Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). Xu and Ozsoyoglu [30] proved a necessary and suﬃcient
condition for ER(Q , V ) to exist; this leads to an O (|Q |2 + |Q ||V |) time algorithm. In Section 5, we consider the special
case when Q is known to be minimal. We present a more detailed necessary and suﬃcient condition; it gives a
nice insight into when ER(Q , V ) exists; this insight is the main contribution of this section. It also leads to an O (|Q ||V |)
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would take O (|Q |2) time [25]; then our overall algorithm would take the same amount of time as in [30].
• MCR problem. We consider this problem for Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). Lakshmanan et al. [15] did the following:
1. Presented an O (|Q ||V |2) algorithm for determining if a contained rewriting exists.
2. Consider expressing MCR(Q , V ) as the union of contained rewritings, where each contained rewriting is restricted to
be in XP(/, //, [ ]). They showed that, in the worst case, the number of such contained rewritings could be exponen-
tial in |Q |.
3. The algorithm for part (1) constructs a compact representation (of size O (|Q ||V |2)) of all the contained rewritings.
MCR(Q , V ) can be obtained from it in O (|MCR(Q , V )|) time; note that, by part (2), this could be exponential in |Q |.
We accomplish the following:
1. Present an O (|Q ||V |) algorithm for determining if a contained rewriting exists (Section 6).
2. Present an O (|Q ||V |) algorithm to construct a compact representation (of size O (|Q ||V |)) of all the contained rewrit-
ings (Section 7). MCR(Q , V ) can be obtained from it in O (|MCR(Q , V )|) time.
• Homomorphisms. Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). We show how to obtain all the homomorphisms from Q 2 to Q 1 from the
forward and backward simulation [5,14,25] of Q 2 by Q 1 (Section 7). This result is used in the computation of MCR(Q , V )
mentioned above.
• Query containment. We extend the necessity of homomorphism for query containment to a larger fragment of
XP(/, //, [ ],∗) (Section 8). This also extends our results for the MCR problem to the same fragment.
Our results for the MCR problem in Sections 6–7 constitute the main results of this paper.
Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we deﬁne the fragments XP(/, //, [ ],∗) and XP(/, //, [ ]), and describe query evaluation.
In Section 3, we mention some previously known results on query containment that will be used in the following sections.
In Section 4, we introduce some notations for use in Section 5. In Section 5, we present our results for the ER problem. In
Sections 6–7, we present our results for the MCR problem. In Section 8, we extend our results for the MCR problem to a
larger fragment of XP(/, //, [ ],∗). In Section 9, we present our conclusions.
2. Class of queries and query evaluation
In this section, we deﬁne the fragments XP(/, //, [ ],∗) and XP(/, //, [ ]) of XPath. We also deﬁne embeddings, and the
output of a query (or view) on an XML document.
We follow the XPath 1.0 data model [8]. An XML document D is represented as a tree. Each element, attribute or text
content is represented by a node. For an element or attribute node x ∈ D , τ (x) denotes its tag name. Root(D) is a special
node that does not correspond to any element in D; it is the parent of the node that corresponds to the root element of D;
τ (root(D)) = /.
We consider XPath queries that involve only the child and descendant axes. We let XP(/, //, [ ],∗) be the subclass of
XPath 1.0 [8], consisting of queries of the form L1L2 . . . Ln . Each location step Li is of the form 〈axis〉 〈node_test〉 〈predicates〉.
Axis is either / or //, corresponding to child or descendant axis, respectively. In 〈node_test〉, attributes are treated
similar to subelements. Each 〈predicates〉 is either an and of predicates or a relative query. This class of queries is deﬁned
by the following grammar:
〈query〉 ::= 〈loc_step〉 | 〈loc_step〉〈query〉
〈loc_step〉::= 〈axis〉〈node_test〉〈predicates〉
〈axis〉 ::= / | //
〈node_test〉 ::= elem_tagname | ∗
〈predicates〉 ::=  | [〈predicate〉]
〈predicate〉 ::= 〈predicate〉 and 〈predicate〉 | .〈query〉
.〈query〉 indicates a relative query. Σ is the alphabet of element tag names; ∗ is the wildcard label that matches any
tagname. Let axis(Li), nodeTest(Li) and predicate(Li) denote the axis, node test and predicate in step Li , respectively. The
class XP(/, //, [ ]) is deﬁned similarly, except that 〈node_test〉 must be an elem_tagname, not ∗; clearly, XP(/, //, [ ]) ⊂
XP(/, //, [ ],∗).
The queries Q and views V we consider are from XP(/, //, [ ],∗) or XP(/, //, [ ]). But MCR(Q , V ) (when it exists) is a
union of contained rewritings, where each rewriting is in XP(/, //, [ ],∗) or XP(/, //, [ ]). To facilitate expressing MCR(Q , V ),
we introduce the union operator “|”. It is an associative binary operator, deﬁned as follows: For Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗),
(Q 1|Q 2)(D) = Q 1(D)∪ Q 2(D), for all XML documents D . Note that there may or may not be a query in XP(/, //, [ ],∗) that
is equivalent to Q 1 | Q 2. In our ﬁgures, we use “+” to denote union (since “|” is harder to see).
A query Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗) can be represented by a tree tree(Q ) = (N, A) where N is a set of vertices, and A is a
set of arcs [1,19,25]. Each vertex v ∈ N has a tag τ (v) ∈ Σ ∪ {/,∗} associated with it; / is the tag of root(Q ), and ∗
denotes the wildcard tag. Each arc r ∈ A is either a child arc (c-arc) or a descendant arc (d-arc), corresponding to a child
or descendant axis in Q , respectively. In our ﬁgures, c-arcs and d-arcs are represented by thin lines and thick lines,
respectively. For an arc r = (u, v): if r is a c-arc, we say that v is a c-child of u; if r is a d-arc, v is a d-child of u.
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In any directed acyclic graph (dag), a vertex v is said to be a descendant of a vertex u if there exists a path (sequence of
arcs) from u to v . In the case of Q , this path could consist of any sequence of c-arcs and/or d-arcs.
Recall that Q has n location steps. For 1  i  n, let vi be the vertex in tree(Q ) that corresponds to nodeTest(Li). Let
trunk(Q ) denote the path (v1, v2, . . . , vn). vn is called the output vertex of Q , and is denoted by opv(Q ); it is marked by a
$ sign in the ﬁgures.
Example 2.1. Consider the query Q = //a[./b and .//c]/∗[./a and .//b]. It consists of the two location steps L1 =
//a[./b and .//c], and L2 = / ∗ [./a and .//b]. Fig. 1 shows tree(Q ); trunk(Q ) = (v1, v2), and opv(Q ) = v2.
From now onwards, we will not distinguish between Q and tree(Q ). To minimize confusion, we will use the terms
vertices and arcs while referring to the components of Q ; nodes and edges refer to the corresponding components of D . For
a vertex u ∈ Q , let Qu denote the subtree of Q that is rooted at u. For a node e ∈ D , let De denote the subtree of D rooted
at e.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Embedding). (See [1].) An embedding Γ of Qu in De is a mapping from the vertices of Qu to the nodes of De ,
that satisﬁes the following conditions:
• Preserve vertex tagnames: For each vertex v in Qu :
– If τ (v) = /, then Γ (v) = root(D). In this case, v = u = root(Q ) and e = root(D).
– If τ (v) ∈ Σ , then τ (Γ (v)) = τ (v).
• Preserve arc types:
– For each c-arc (v, v ′) in Qu : Γ (v ′) is a child of Γ (v) in D .
– For each d-arc (v, v ′) in Qu : Γ (v ′) is a proper descendant of Γ (v) in D .
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Output of Q on D). (See [1].) The output of Q on D , denoted by Q (D), is deﬁned as follows. Consider the list
of subtrees of D rooted at the nodes in{
Γ
(
opv(Q )
) ∣∣ Γ is an embedding of Q in D},
in document order. Q (D) is a well-formed XML document obtained by attaching all these subtrees to a new document root
node (labeled /).
The above deﬁnition also covers V (D), for a view V . This deﬁnition differs from the usual XPath semantics [8], due
of the addition of a new document root node. This allows for a straight-forward interpretation of composition, such as
R(V (D)).
3. Previous results on query containment and minimization
In this section, we mention some previously known results on query containment and minimization, for the classes
XP(/, //, [ ],∗) and XP(/, //, [ ]). These results will be used in the following sections. First, we need the following deﬁnitions
from Amer-Yahia et al. [1].
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Query containment and equivalence). Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗). We say that Q 1 is contained in Q 2 (denoted
by Q 1 ⊆ Q 2) if Q 1(D) ⊆ Q 2(D) for all D . Q 1 and Q 2 are equivalent (denoted by Q 1 ≡ Q 2), if Q 1 ⊆ Q 2 and Q 2 ⊆ Q 1.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Query size). The size of a query Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗), denoted by |Q |, is the number of vertices in tree(Q ).
Deﬁnition 3.3 (Minimal query). A query Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗) is said to be minimal if no query of smaller size is equivalent
to Q .
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Deﬁnition 3.4 (Homomorphism). Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗). A homomorphism Λ : Q 2 → Q 1 is a mapping from Q 2’s vertices
to Q 1’s vertices that satisﬁes the following conditions:
1. Preserve vertex tagnames: For each vertex u ∈ Q 2: if τ (u) = ∗ then τ (Λ(u)) = τ (u); also, Λ(opv(Q 2)) = opv(Q 1).
2. Preserve arc types:
• For each c-arc (u, v) in Q 2: Λ(v) is a c-child of Λ(u) in Q 1.
• For each d-arc (u, v) in Q 2: Λ(v) is a proper descendant of Λ(u) in Q 1.
Deﬁnition 3.5 (Endomorphism). Let Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗). A homomorphism from Q into itself is called an endomorphism.
Lemma 3.1. (See [1,19,20].) Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗). If there exists a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 then Q 1 ⊆ Q 2 .
Proof. Let Λ be a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1. We show that Q 1(D) ⊆ Q 2(D) for all D . Let Γ be an embedding of Q 1
in D . Then the composition Γ ◦ Λ is an embedding of Q 2 in D , with Γ ◦ Λ(opv(Q 2)) = Γ (opv(Q 1)). 
Milo and Suciu [20] and Miklau and Suciu [19] showed that, for Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗), the existence of a homomor-
phism is not a necessary condition for Q 1 ⊆ Q 2. For example, for Q 1 = /∗//a and Q 2 = //∗/a (see Fig. 2), we have Q 1 ≡ Q 2;
but there is no homomorphism in either direction. Amer-Yahia et al. [1] showed that for the class XP(/, //, [ ]), the existence
of a homomorphism is necessary for containment:
Theorem 3.2. (See [1].) Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). Q 1 ⊆ Q 2 iff there exists a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 . 
Now, consider the minimization of Q . A vertex u ∈ Q is said to be redundant if the query obtained from Q by deleting
u and all its descendants is equivalent to Q . Amer-Yahia et al. [1] showed the following.
Lemma 3.3. (See [1].) Let Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). A vertex u ∈ Q is redundant iff there exists an endomorphism Λ on Q such that
Λ(u) = u. 
Theorem 3.4. (See [1].) Let Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). There exists a unique minimal equivalent Q ′ ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). Q ′ can be obtained from
Q by repeatedly removing a redundant leaf vertex, until no leaf is redundant. 
Amer-Yahia et al. [1] presented an O (|Q |3) algorithm (based on Lemma 3.3) to determine if a given leaf is redundant.
This leads to an O (|Q |4) algorithm (based on Theorem 3.4) for minimizing Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). In [25], we presented an
eﬃcient O (|Q |2) minimization algorithm using the concept of simulation [5,14]. Simulation is a binary relation on the set
of vertices, as opposed to homomorphism which is a function. The connection between homomorphism and simulation is
as follows: There is a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 iff root(Q 1) simulates root(Q 2). We presented an O (|Q |2) algorithm
for computing the simulation relation on Q . It can be trivially extended to an O (|Q 1||Q 2|) algorithm for computing the
simulation relation between Q 1 and Q 2 in XP(/, //, [ ]); see Section 6.
Theorem3.5. (See [25,19].) Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). The existence of a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 can be tested in O (|Q 1||Q 2|)
time. 
In Section 6, we describe our algorithm of [25] for computing the simulation relation. In that section, we use a modiﬁed
version of the algorithm to determine if a contained rewriting of Q using V exists, for Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]).
The following result will be used in Section 5.
Theorem 3.6. Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]), Q 1 ≡ Q 2 . Then:
1. Trunk(Q 1) and trunk(Q 2) must be identical; i.e., they must have the same number of vertices, and the corresponding arcs must
be of the same type (c-arcs or d-arcs).
2. Any homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 must map the ith vertex in trunk(Q 2) to the ith vertex in trunk(Q 1), for 1 i  |trunk(Q 2)|.
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Λ must map vertices on trunk(Q 2) to vertices on trunk(Q 1). For an arc (vi, vi+1) in trunk(Q 2), Λ(vi+1) must be a descen-
dant (not self) of Λ(vi) on trunk(Q 1). So, |trunk(Q 2)| |trunk(Q 1)|. Similarly, we can prove that |trunk(Q 1)| |trunk(Q 2)|.
So, |trunk(Q 1)| = |trunk(Q 2)|. Hence, Λ must map the ith vertex in trunk(Q 2) to the ith vertex in trunk(Q 1).
If (vi, vi+1) is a c-arc in trunk(Q 2), (Λ(vi),Λ(vi+1)) must be a c-arc in trunk(Q 1). Similarly, c-arcs on trunk(Q 1) must
correspond to c-arcs on trunk(Q 2). 
4. Notations
Let Q , V , R ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗), with trunk(Q ) = (q1,q2, . . . ,qn), and trunk(V ) = (v1, v2, . . . , vm); for ER(Q , V ) to exist, we
must have n m [30]. We let R denote a possible rewriting of Q using V . Recall, from Section 1, that all the rewritings R
we consider will have the child axis as the ﬁrst axis. We need the following notations in the next section.
Q V L is the tree obtained from Q as follows (the superscript L stands for “lower”, i.e., below qm):
Take the subtree rooted at qm; make qm a c-child of a root vertex with tag /.
Q V O is the query obtained from Q by changing the output vertex to qm .
The superscript O stands for changing the output vertex.
Q V OU is the query obtained from Q V O by deleting all the descendants of qm .
The superscript U stands for “upper”, i.e., above qm .
V [R] is the concatenation (or composition) of V with R , deﬁned as follows.
Let r denote the ﬁrst vertex in trunk(R).
If τ (r) = ∗, τ (vm) = ∗ and τ (r) = τ (vm) then V [R] = ∅.
Else V [R] is the result of attaching R to V by fusing the vertex r with vm;
if τ (r) = ∗, τ (vm) is set to τ (r); opv
(
V [R])= opv(R).
V Q denotes V [R] with R = Q V L ; i.e., V Q is V [Q V L].
See Fig. 4 for an example of these notations; here, n = 4 and m = 2.
Xu and Ozsoyoglu [30] pointed out that, for any XML document D , V [R](D) = R(V (D)) (hence, V Q (D) = Q V L(V (D))).
So, we have the following.
Observation 4.1. R is an equivalent rewriting of Q using V iff V [R] ≡ Q ; R is a contained rewriting iff V [R] ⊆ Q .
The meaning of Q V OU [Q V L] follows from the above deﬁnition of V [R]: The ﬁrst vertex in trunk(Q V L) is qm; it is fused
with opv(Q V OU ) = qm; the ﬁnal output vertex is opv(Q V L) = qn . Note that the resulting query is identical (i.e., isomorphic)
to Q . Q V O [Q V L] differs from this only as follows: The subtree of Q rooted at qm is duplicated; one copy has qn as the
output vertex, the other has no output vertex (except when n =m: then the single copy of qm is the output vertex in both
subtrees). The second copy is redundant; hence Q V O [Q V L] ≡ Q . So, we have the following.
Observation 4.2. For any Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗):
• Q V O [Q V L] is equivalent to Q . So, Q V O [Q V L](D) = Q V L(Q V O (D)) = Q (D) for all D .
• Q V OU [Q V L] is identical to Q . So, Q V OU [Q V L](D) = Q V L(Q V OU (D)) = Q (D) for all D .
5. Equivalent rewriting
Xu and Ozsoyoglu [30] showed that the equivalent rewriting problem is coNP-hard for Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗). For Q , V ∈
XP(/, //, [ ]), they proved the following.
Theorem 5.1. (See [30].) Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). ER(Q , V ) exists iff V Q ≡ Q . Moreover, if ER(Q , V ) exists, Q V L is one such rewrit-
ing. 
By Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, checking if V Q ≡ Q takes O (|V Q ||Q |) = O ((|V | + |Q |)|Q |) time. So, Theorem 5.1 leads to an
O (|Q |2 + |Q ||V |) algorithm for the ER problem.
In this section, we consider the special case when Q is known to be minimal. We prove a more detailed necessary
and suﬃcient condition, for an equivalent rewriting to exist; it gives a nice insight into when ER(Q , V ) exists; this insight
is the main contribution of this section. It also leads to an O (|Q ||V |) algorithm, when Q is minimal. Our algorithm would
be signiﬁcantly faster than the one in [30] if |Q |  |V |; our condition for the existence of a rewriting implies that, when
ER(Q , V ) exists, |Q | > |V |. Also, in the ER problem, typically V is ﬁxed, while Q varies; in this case, our algorithm runs in
O (|Q |) time, compared to their O (|Q |2) time. First, we have the following result.
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Theorem 5.2. Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗). If Q V O ⊆ V ⊆ Q V OU , then ER(Q , V ) exists;moreover, Q V L is one such rewriting.
Proof. Let Q V O ⊆ V ⊆ Q V OU . For any XML document D , we have
Q V O (D) ⊆ V (D) ⊆ Q V OU (D),
Q V L
(
Q V O (D)
)⊆ Q V L(V (D))⊆ Q V L(Q V OU (D)).
By Observation 4.2, the ﬁrst term and the last term are both equal to Q (D). So, the middle term also must be Q (D), and
Q V L must be an equivalent rewriting. 
Consider the condition Q V O ⊆ V ⊆ Q V OU in the above theorem. The ﬁrst part, Q V O ⊆ V , ensures that V (D) contains all
possible matches for qm , over all embeddings of Q in D; so, Q V L(V (D)) would contain all the matches for qn = opv(Q ). The
second part, V ⊆ Q V OU , ensures that V (D) only contains those elements whose ancestors satisfy the constraints imposed
by Q V OU ; this ensures that Q V L(V (D)) would not contain any spurious elements.
Theorem 5.2 gives a suﬃcient condition for an equivalent rewriting to exist. For Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗), this condition is
not a necessary condition for an equivalent rewriting to exist. Consider Q 1 = /∗//a and V1 = //∗ (see Fig. 3(a)). We have
Q V1OU1 = /∗, and V1  Q V1OU1 ; but R1 = /∗/a is an equivalent rewriting. Similarly, consider Q 2 = //∗/a and V2 = /∗ (see
Fig. 3(b)). We have Q V2O2 = //∗ [./a], and Q V2O2  V2; but R2 = /∗//a is an equivalent rewriting. Now, we prove that the
condition in Theorem 5.2 is also a necessary condition for an equivalent rewriting to exist, when Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]), if Q
is minimal.
Theorem 5.3. Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]); let Q be minimal. ER(Q , V ) exists iff Q V O ⊆ V ⊆ Q V OU . Moreover, if ER(Q , V ) exists, Q V L
is one such rewriting.
Proof. The “if” part follows from Theorem 5.2. Consider the “only if” part. Let R ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]) be an equivalent rewriting;
so, by Observation 4.1, V [R] ≡ Q . Since V [R], Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]), by Theorem 3.2, there must exist a homomorphism Λ1 from
V [R] to Q , and a homomorphism Λ2 from Q to V [R]. By Theorem 3.6, Λ1 and Λ2 must map the ith trunk vertex in one
to the ith trunk vertex in the other. So, we have Λ1(vi) = qi and Λ2(qi) = vi , for 1 i m.
We prove the two containments Q V O ⊆ V and V ⊆ Q V OU separately, in that order. First, consider the homomorphism
Λ1 from V [R] to Q . We have Λ1(opv(V )) = Λ1(vm) = qm = opv(Q V O ). So, Λ1 restricted to V is a homomorphism from V
to Q V O . So, by Lemma 3.1, Q V O ⊆ V .
Now, consider the homomorphism Λ2 from Q to V [R]. First, we have Λ2(qm) = vm . We claim that Λ2 cannot map
any vertex in Q V OU to some descendant of vm in V [R]. Suppose that, for the sake of contradiction, Λ2(q) = r, for some
q ∈ Q V OU and r ∈ R . By deﬁnition, the homomorphism Λ1 must map any descendant of vm in V [R] to a descendant of
qm in Q . Then Λ1 ◦ Λ2 is an endomorphism on Q that maps q to some descendant of qm . Then, by Lemma 3.3, Q is not
minimal; this contradicts our assumption that Q is minimal. So, Λ2 cannot map any vertex in Q V OU to some descendant
of vm in V [R]. Hence, Λ2 restricted to Q V OU is a homomorphism into V ; by Lemma 3.1, V ⊆ Q V OU . 
Theorem 5.3 does not hold if Q is not minimal: ER(Q , V ) could exist even if V  Q V OU . For example, in Fig. 4, add the
redundant d-arc (q1,q9), with τ (q9) = c. Now V  Q V OU , but R is still an equivalent rewriting of Q using V .
By Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, the condition in Theorem 5.3 can be tested in O (|Q ||V |) time. Now consider obtaining the
minimal equivalent rewriting. We ﬁrst need the following notations:
V V L is the tree obtained from V as follows:
Take the subtree rooted at vm; make vm a c-child of a root vertex with tag /.
Note that this notation is consistent with the notation Q V L in Section 4.
For each vertex q ∈ Q : Let Qq be the subtree of Q rooted at q.
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For each child q of qm: Let Q V Lq be the tree obtained from Q
V L by deleting Qq′ ,
for all children q′ of qm other than q.
Xu and Ozsoyoglu [30] showed the following.
Theorem 5.4. (See [30].) Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]); let ER(Q , V ) exist. The unique minimal rewriting can be obtained from Q V L as
follows. For each child q of qm: If V V L ⊆ Q V Lq , then delete Qq from Q V L . 
So, by Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, the minimal ER(Q , V ) can be obtained in O (|V V L | ·∑q |Q V Lq |) = O (|Q ||V |) time. Summa-
rizing our results, we have the following.
Theorem 5.5. Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]); let Q be minimal. ER(Q , V ) exists iff Q V O ⊆ V ⊆ Q V OU ; this condition can be tested in
O (|Q ||V |) time. Moreover, if ER(Q , V ) exists, Q V L is one such rewriting; the unique minimal ER(Q , V ) can be obtained from it in
O (|Q ||V |) time. 
Example 5.1. Consider Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]), as depicted in Fig. 4; here, n = 4 and m = 2. Q V O ⊆ V holds because of the
homomorphism from V to Q V O that maps vi to qi , for i = 0,1,2,5,6,7,8. V ⊆ Q V OU holds because of the homomorphism
from Q V OU to V that maps qi to vi , for i = 0,1,2,5. So, we have Q V O ⊆ V ⊆ Q V OU . The minimal equivalent rewriting
R of Q using V is shown in the ﬁgure. It is obtained from Q V L by dropping the subtree rooted at vertex q6; this latter
subtree is redundant because of the subtree rooted at vertex v6 in V ; i.e., V V L ⊆ Q V Lq6 . Note that V V L  Q V Lq7 ; so, we cannot
drop the subtree rooted at vertex q7 from R .
If we make any one of the following changes, then there is no equivalent rewriting of Q using V :
1. Either drop the c-arc (q1,q5) in Q , or change it to a d-arc. Then Q V O  V ⊆ Q V OU . Since Q V O  V , for some
documents D , V (D) would not contain all the matches for the vertex q2 ∈ Q (over all embeddings of Q in D); so, it
would not be possible to compute Q (D) from V (D). But the above R is a contained rewriting.
2. Change the d-arc (v1, v8) in V to a c-arc. Then Q V O  V ⊆ Q V OU . The above R is a contained rewriting. The reasoning
here is the same as in the preceding paragraph.
3. Either drop the c-arc (v1, v5) in V , or change it to a d-arc. Then Q V O ⊆ V  Q V OU . Since V  Q V OU , for some D ,
V (D) would contain some b nodes in D whose ancestor a nodes do not have a child e node; it is not possible to
ﬁlter out such b nodes from V (D). Since the axis of the ﬁrst location step in Q is descendant, there is a contained
rewriting, as explained in the next section.
Comparison of our results with [30]. The main points are:
• Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 are our main contributions. They are interesting in their own right: They give a better insight
into when ER(Q , V ) exists, compared to Theorem 5.1.
• Theorem 5.3 allows us to determine if ER(Q , V ) exists, in O (|Q ||V |) time, if Q is known to be minimal. The algorithm
of [30] takes O (|Q |2 +|Q ||V |) time, even if Q is known to be minimal. For a comparison between these two runtimes,
see the paragraph preceding Theorem 5.2.
• If Q is not known to be minimal, then minimizing Q would itself take O (|Q |2) time [25]. In this case, our algorithm
for determining if ER(Q , V ) exists would have the same runtime as the algorithm of [30].
• For determining the minimum ER(Q , V ), when it is known to exist, our algorithm is the same as in [30], and it runs in
O (|Q ||V |) time.
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6. Maximal contained rewriting
Throughout this section, let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]); so, no wildcard nodetests ∗ (see Section 8 for extensions). Let
trunk(Q ) = (q1,q2, . . . ,qn) and trunk(V ) = (v1, v2, . . . , vm). Unlike in Sections 4 and 5, n could be <, = or>m.
The MCR problem is very different from the ER problem studied in the previous section. There are two easy cases for
which a contained rewriting exists.
Fact 6.1. If the axis of the ﬁrst location step in Q is descendant, then there is always a contained rewriting of Q using V
(irrespective of V ): The query R obtained by prepending /τ (vm) to Q is a contained rewriting.
For the case nm, consider the condition V ⊆ Q V OU in Theorems 5.2 and 5.3; the other condition, Q V O ⊆ V , is totally
irrelevant here. We have the following.
Fact 6.2. If nm and V ⊆ Q V OU , then Q V L is a contained rewriting of Q using V : Q V L(V (D)) ⊆ Q V L(Q V OU (D)) = Q (D)
by Observation 4.2.
So, for nm, V ⊆ Q V OU is a suﬃcient condition for a contained rewriting to exist. But it is not a necessary condition,
as seen from Fact 6.1. Also, even when V ⊆ Q V OU , MCR(Q , V ) might consist of more than just Q V L , as seen from the
following example.
Example 6.1. Let Q = //a/b/c and V = //a[./d]/b (see Fig. 5); then V ⊆ Q V OU = //a/b. Q V L = /b/c, but MCR(Q , V ) = Q V L |
(/b//a/b/c). The two parts in MCR(Q , V ) come from Facts 6.2 and 6.1.
From now onwards, consider the general case: n could be <, = or>m. Lakshmanan et al. [15] did the following:
1. Presented an O (|Q ||V |2) algorithm for determining if a contained rewriting exists.
2. Consider expressing MCR(Q , V ) as the union of contained rewritings, where each contained rewriting is restricted to
be in XP(/, //, [ ]); this disallows the boolean operator or, and the union operator |, in each contained rewriting. They
showed that, in the worst case, the number of such contained rewritings could be exponential in |Q |.
3. The algorithm for part (1) constructs a compact representation (of size O (|Q ||V |2)) of all the contained rewritings.
MCR(Q , V ) can be obtained from it in O (|MCR(Q , V )|) time; note that, by part (2), this could be exponential in |Q |.
We accomplish the following:
1. Present an O (|Q ||V |) algorithm for determining if a contained rewriting exists (this section).
2. Present an O (|Q ||V |) algorithm to construct a compact representation (of size O (|Q ||V |)) of all the contained rewrit-
ings (Section 7). MCR(Q , V ) can be obtained from it in O (|MCR(Q , V )|) time.
The MCR(Q , V ) obtained by our algorithm (when it exists) is the same as that in [15]. The difference is in the process
used to obtain it, and the runtime.
Let V Q be the tree obtained from V as follows:
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S1 Attach a copy of Q by making q1 a d-child of vm .
S2 Consider each vertex q ∈ Q with τ (q) = τ (vm). For each c-child q′ of q, attach a copy of the subtree rooted at q′ to V ,
by making q′ a c-child of vm .
Let V Q − V denote the set of subtrees that remain, after deleting from V Q all those vertices that are from V (along
with their incident edges).
In what follows, we will refer to the two steps above by their names S1 and S2. Because of Step S2, |V Q | could be much
larger than |V | + |Q |; in general, |V Q | = O (|V | + |Q |2). Also, V Q could contain several output vertices (i.e., opv’s); so, in
general, V Q /∈ XP(/, //, [ ]).
Example 6.2. Consider the V , Q in Fig. 6; here, m = 2 and n = 3. V Q is shown in the ﬁgure. Consider Steps S1 and S2 in
the construction of V Q . Vertices numbered 1 through 8 (representing q1 through q8) in V Q come from Step S1. Vertices
numbered 3′ , 4′ and 8′ (representing q3′ , q4′ and q8′ ) come from Step S2. Note that V Q contains three output vertices vB ,
q3 and q3′ ; they are all marked by $ signs in the ﬁgure.
Deﬁnition 6.1 (Homomorphism from Q to V Q ). Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). We deﬁne a homomorphism Λ : Q → V Q to be as in
Deﬁnition 3.4, with the following modiﬁcation: Λ(opv(Q )) can be any output vertex in V Q .
Theorem 6.1. Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). There exists a contained rewriting of Q using V iff there exists a homomorphism from Q
to V Q . For any such homomorphism Λ, let R ′Λ be the set of maximal subtrees of Q consisting of vertices that are mapped to vertices
in V Q − V . Let RΛ ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]) be the query obtained as follows:
Put the subtrees in R ′Λ under a common parent r (a new vertex) with tag name τ (vm); for each child of r, its incoming arc is of the
same type as in Q . Then add a root vertex with tag /, and make r its c-child. If Λ(opv(Q )) = vm (so opv(Q ) /∈ R ′Λ), opv(RΛ) = r;
else opv(RΛ) is the copy of opv(Q ) in RΛ .
Then RΛ is a contained rewriting of Q using V . Also, every contained rewriting R ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]) satisﬁes R ⊆ RΛ , for some homo-
morphism Λ. So, MCR(Q , V ) is the union of these RΛ ’s, over all homomorphisms Λ from Q to V Q .
Proof. First, consider the “if” part of the theorem. Let Λ, R ′Λ and RΛ be as stated in the theorem. We construct a homo-
morphism  from Q to V [RΛ], thereby showing (by Lemma 3.1) that V [RΛ] ⊆ Q ; i.e., RΛ is a contained rewriting of Q
using V .  is deﬁned as follows:
(q) =
{
Λ(q) ∈ V if q ∈ Q − R ′Λ,
copy of vertex q in V [RΛ] otherwise.
It is easy to verify that  is a homomorphism from Q to V [RΛ].
Next, consider the “only if” part of the theorem. Let R ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]) be a contained rewriting of Q using V . Then
V [R] ⊆ Q . By Theorem 3.2, there exists a homomorphism  from Q to V [R]. We want to construct a homomorphism Λ
from Q to V Q . Let S ′ be the set of maximal subtrees of Q consisting of vertices that are mapped by  to vertices in
V [R] − V . We deﬁne the mapping Λ from Q to V Q . For vertices p ∈ Q − S ′ , let Λ(p) = (p) ∈ V . For vertices in S ′ , 
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depending on the arc type of (q,q′) in Q .
Case 1. (q,q′) is a c-arc. By the deﬁnition of homomorphism (Deﬁnition 3.4), (q′) must be a c-child of (q). So, since
(q) ∈ V and (q′) ∈ V Q − V , we must have (q) = vm; so τ (q) = τ (vm). Then Step S2 in our construction of V Q would
have added a copy of T under vm , connected by a c-arc. Λ maps vertices in T (within Q ) to corresponding vertices in this
copy within V Q .
Case 2. (q,q′) is a d-arc. Recall that Step S1 in the construction of V Q added a copy of Q under vm . Λ maps each vertex
in T (within Q ) to its copy in this Q (within V Q ).
It is easy to verify that Λ is a homomorphism from Q to V Q . Consider R ′Λ and RΛ as deﬁned in the statement of the
theorem. Λ maps vertices in Q − S ′ to vertices in V , and vertices in S ′ to vertices in V Q − V ; so, R ′Λ is identical to S ′ .
, extended with (root(RΛ)) = root(R), is a homomorphism from RΛ to R; so V [R] ⊆ V [RΛ]. This proves the last two
statements of the theorem. 
Example 6.3. Consider the Q , V in Fig. 6. A homomorphism Λ from Q to V Q is shown. Λ(q0) = v0, Λ(q1) = v A , Λ(q2) =
Λ(q5) = vB , Λ(q6) = q6, Λ(q7) = q7, Λ(q8) = q8′ , Λ(q3) = q3′ and Λ(q4) = q4′ . R ′Λ consists of those subtrees of Q that are
mapped by Λ to vertices in V Q − V . These are the subtrees rooted at q3, q6 and q8. The rewriting RΛ consists of these
three subtrees under the common parent vB . The incoming arcs at q3, q6 and q8 are the same as the corresponding arcs
in Q .
Lakshmanan et al. [15] considered partial embeddings of Q in V . Our homomorphisms Λ in Theorem 6.1 extend these
partial embeddings to full embeddings of Q in V Q . Their clip away trees (CATs) are identical to our RΛ ’s, with one correction:
In their approach, descendants of vm in V should be deleted before computing the partial embeddings and CATs. The need
for this correction can be seen from the above example illustrated in Fig. 6. If vertex v F is not deleted before computing
a partial embedding, q6 could get mapped to it, resulting in a “clip away” of q7; this would wrongly result in a c-child of
vertex vB , with tag name g , in the clip away tree. In our approach, since Λ is a (full) homomorphism from Q into V Q ,
q6 cannot be mapped to v F (because q7 cannot be mapped to a c-child of v F ); so, there is no need to delete descendants
of vm while constructing V Q .
By Theorem 3.5, the existence of a homomorphism from Q to V Q can be tested in O (|Q ||V Q |) time. But |V Q | can
be Θ(|V | + |Q |2). We obtain a more eﬃcient O (|Q ||V |) algorithm, by modifying our algorithm in [25] for computing the
simulation relation between Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). We ﬁrst deﬁne simulation, and describe this latter algorithm.
Simulation [5,14,25] is a binary relation on the sets of vertices, as opposed to homomorphism which is a function. It is
deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 6.2 (Simulation relation). Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]); let N1 and N2 be their sets of vertices, respectively, including
the roots labeled /. The simulation relation from Q 2 to Q 1 is the largest binary relation ⊆ N2 × N1 such that, whenever
p2  p1, the following conditions hold:
1. Preserve vertex tag names: τ (p1) = τ (p2); also, if p2 = opv(Q 2) then p1 = opv(Q 1).
2. Preserve c-arc relationships: If p2 has a c-child p′2, then p1 has a c-child p′1 such that p′2  p′1.
3. Preserve d-arc relationships: If p2 has a d-child p′′2, then p1 has a descendant p′′1 such that p′′2  p′′1.
If p2  p1, we say that p2 is simulated by p1, p1 simulates p2, or p1 is a simulator of p2; let sim(p2) ⊆ N1 denote the set
of all simulators of p2.
Example 6.4. Consider the simulation of Q by V Q in Fig. 6. We have, in bottom-up order of vertices in Q : sim(q8) =
{q8,q8′ }, sim(q5) = {q5, vB}, sim(q4) = {q4,q4′ }, sim(q3) = {q3,q3′ }, sim(q2) = {q2, vB}, sim(q7) = {q7}, sim(q6) = {q6},
sim(q1) = {q1, v A}, sim(q0) = {v0}.
Theorem 6.2. (See [25].) Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). There exists a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 iff root(Q 2)  root(Q 1) (i.e.,
root(Q 1) ∈ sim(root(Q 2))). 
In [25], we presented an O (|Q |2) algorithm for computing the simulation relation from Q to Q . It can be easily extended
to an O (|Q 1||Q 2|) algorithm for computing the simulation relation from Q 2 to Q 1. See algorithm XPSimulation (Fig. 7).
The algorithm computes the simulation relation, in bottom-up order of the vertices in Q 2. For a set S of some vertices
of Q 1, let cparents of S (denoted by cpar(S)) be the set of vertices of Q 1 that have a c-child in S; let ancestors of S (denoted
by anc(S)) be the set of vertices that have a proper descendant in S . Clearly, cpar(S) can be computed in O (|Q 1|) time.
anc(S) can also be computed in O (|Q 1|) time bottom-up; duplicate nodes are avoided by adding nodes to anc(S) in the
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Input: Two queries Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]), with vertex sets N1 and N2.
Output: Simulation of Q 2 by Q 1; i.e., sim(p2) ⊆ N1 for each p2 ∈ N2.
N2 ← set of vertices of Q 2 in some bottom-up order
for each p2 ∈ N2 in order do
if p2 is a leaf then sim(p2) ← {p1 ∈ N1 | τ (p1) = τ (p2)}
else sim(p2) ← {p1 ∈ N1 | τ (p1) = τ (p2), p1 ∈ cpar(sim(p′2)) for each c-child p′2 of p2,
and p1 ∈ anc(sim(p′′2)) for each d-child p′′2 of p2}
if p2 = opv(Q 2) then sim(p2) ← sim(p2) ∩ {opv(Q 1)}
compute cpar(sim(p2)) and anc(sim(p2))
Fig. 7. Algorithm for computing the simulation of Q 2 by Q 1.
order of nonincreasing depth (distance from root(Q 1)). Note that conditions (2) and (3) in Deﬁnition 6.2 can be restated as
follows:
2. Preserve c-arc relationships: If p2 has a c-child p′2, then p1 ∈ cpar(sim(p′2)).
3. Preserve d-arc relationships: If p2 has a d-child p′′2, then p1 ∈ anc(sim(p′′2)).
Using this restatement, algorithm XPSimulation computes the simulation relation from Q 2 to Q 1. First, it orders the
vertices of Q 2 bottom-up: all the children of a vertex p2 must appear before vertex p2. This can be done, for example,
according to the post order traversal of Q 2, in linear time. For each vertex p2, in order, the algorithm computes sim(p2),
cpar(sim(p2)) and anc(sim(p2)); each of them will be represented as a boolean array of |N1| elements, indexed by the
vertices p1 ∈ N1. For each vertex p2, the algorithm ﬁrst computes sim(p2). For each leaf vertex p2, computing sim(p2) takes
O (|N1|) time. Now consider an internal vertex p2. For each p1 ∈ N1, determining if p1 ∈ sim(p2) takes time proportional
to the number of children of p2. Hence, the total time to ﬁnd sim(p2) is O (|N1| ∗ |children(p2)|). As pointed out above,
cpar(sim(p2)) and anc(sim(p2)) can be computed in O (|N1|) time. So, a single pass through the for loop takes time O (|N1| ∗
(|children(p2)| + 1)); hence, the entire for loop takes O (|N1| ∗ ∑p2∈N2 (|children(p2)| + 1)) = O (|Q 1||Q 2|) time. Since the
simulation relation could be of size Θ(|Q 1||Q 2|), this algorithm has optimal runtime. In summary, we have the following.
Theorem 6.3. (See [25].) Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). The algorithm XPSimulation correctly computes the simulation relation from Q 2
to Q 1 in O (|Q 1||Q 2|) time. 
As pointed out earlier, using Theorem 6.2 (along with Theorem 6.3) to test for the existence of a homomorphism from
Q to V Q would take O (|Q ||V Q |) time; |V Q | could be Θ(|V | + |Q |2). This approach is wasteful, because we already know
which parts of Q can be mapped to V Q − V ; the latter consists simply of a copy of Q and some (possibly overlapping)
pieces of Q . We would like to compute the simulation of Q by V Q as follows:
Compute the simulation of Q by V , but somehow augment the computation to “account for the presence of V Q − V ”
(this augmentation is explained below).
Note that for each vertex q ∈ Q , there could be many possible mappings of the subtree rooted at q into V Q − V . By
Theorem 6.1, we do not need to ﬁnd all such mappings. For each homomorphism Λ from Q to V Q , we only need to know
which parts of Q are mapped by Λ to V Q − V ; see the deﬁnition of R ′Λ . Here, we repeat the process for obtaining V Q
from V , given above (before Example 6.2):
S1 Attach a copy of Q by making q1 a d-child of vm .
S2 Consider each vertex q ∈ Q with τ (q) = τ (vm). For each c-child q′ of q, attach a copy of the subtree rooted at q′ to V ,
by making q′ a c-child of vm .
Consider computing the simulation of Q by V , using algorithm XPSimulation. We augment it to “account for the presence
of V Q − V ”, as follows. The two steps below correspond to the two steps above.
S1′ For each vertex q ∈ Q : While computing anc(sim(q)), add v0 and all the vertices in trunk(V ) to it.
S2′ For each c-child q′ of a vertex q ∈ Q with τ (q) = τ (vm): While computing cpar(sim(q′)), add vm to it.
Algorithm Augmented XPSimulation (see Fig. 8) computes the augmented simulation of Q by V , augmented as described in
steps S1′ and S2′; for each vertex q ∈ Q , it outputs sim′(q) ⊆ V . Like algorithm XPSimulation, it runs in O (|Q ||V |) time. We
have the following:
Theorem 6.4. Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). For each vertex q ∈ Q , let sim(q) and sim′(q) be deﬁned as follows.
• sim(q) is the output of algorithm XPSimulation, on input (Q , V Q ); it is the set of vertices in V Q that simulate q.
• sim′(q) is the output of algorithm Augmented XPSimulation, on input (Q , V ).
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Input: Two queries Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]), with vertex sets NQ and NV .
Output: Augmented simulation of Q by V ; i.e., sim′(q) ⊆ NV for each q ∈ NQ .
NQ ← set of vertices of Q in some bottom-up order
for each q ∈ NQ in order do
if q is a leaf then sim′(q) ← {v ∈ NV | τ (v) = τ (q)}
else sim′(q) ← {v ∈ NV | τ (v) = τ (q), v ∈ cpar′(sim′(q′)) for each c-child q′ of q,
and v ∈ anc′(sim′(q′′)) for each d-child q′′ of q}
if q = opv(Q ) then sim′(q) ← sim′(q) ∩ {opv(V )}
anc′(sim′(q)) ← anc(sim′(q)) ∪ {v0, v1, . . . , vm}
cpar′(sim′(q)) ← cpar(sim′(q))
if q is a c-child of a vertex with tagname τ (vm) then cpar′(sim′(q)) ← cpar′(sim′(q)) ∪ {vm}
Fig. 8. Algorithm for computing the augmented simulation of Q by V .
Then, sim′(q) = sim(q) ∩ V . So, there exists a contained rewriting of Q using V iff root(V ) ∈ sim′(root(Q )); this can be determined,
using algorithm Augmented XPSimulation alone, in O (|Q ||V |) time.
Proof. We only need to prove that sim′(q) = sim(q)∩V . The other claims follow from Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, and the runtime
analysis given above. Consider anc′(sim′(q)) and cpar′(sim′(q)) computed by algorithm Augmented XPSimulation. We prove
the following:
E1 sim′(q) = sim(q) ∩ V .
E2 anc′(sim′(q)) = anc(sim(q)) ∩ V .
E3 If q is a c-child of a vertex qˆ, with τ (qˆ) = τ (vm), then cpar′(sim′(q)) = cpar(sim(q)) ∩ V . Else cpar′(sim′(q)) =
cpar(sim(q)) ∩ V − {vm}.
In each of these three equations E1, E2 and E3, the LHS corresponds to values from algorithm Augmented XPSimulation,
and the RHS corresponds to values from XPSimulation. We prove these equations by induction on the (bottom-up) order in
which q is processed in Augmented XPSimulation.
Base case. q is a leaf vertex in Q . We have the following:
E1 sim(q) and sim′(q) are the sets of vertices in V Q and V respectively, that have tagname τ (q). So, sim′(q) = sim(q) ∩ V .
E2 sim(q)− sim′(q) is the set of vertices in V Q − V that have tagname τ (q); because of Step S1, this set is nonempty. Since
all these vertices are descendants of vm in V Q , their ancestors that are in V are v0 and the vertices in trunk(V ). Since
algorithm Augmented XPSimulation adds these vertices to anc′(sim′(q)), anc′(sim′(q)) = anc(sim(q)) ∩ V .
E3 sim(q)− sim′(q) is the set of vertices in V Q − V that have tagname τ (q). Since all these vertices are descendants of vm
in V Q , cpar(sim(q) − sim′(q)) ∩ V is either ∅ or {vm}. So, cpar′(sim′(q)) ⊇ cpar(sim(q)) ∩ V − {vm}. Consider two cases:
• If q is a c-child of a vertex qˆ, with τ (qˆ) = τ (vm): Because of Step S2, cpar(sim(q)) would contain {vm}; also, algorithm
Augmented XPSimulation would add vm to cpar′(sim′(q)). So, cpar′(sim′(q)) = cpar(sim(q)) ∩ V .
• Else: cpar(sim(q)) may or may not contain {vm}; algorithm Augmented XPSimulation would not add vm to
cpar′(sim′(q)). So, cpar′(sim′(q)) = cpar(sim(q)) ∩ V − {vm}.
Inductive step. For induction hypothesis, let E1, E2 and E3 hold for all descendants of q ∈ Q . We prove that they also hold
for q. From algorithm Augmented XPSimulation, we have:
sim′(q) = {v ∈ V ∣∣ τ (v) = τ (q), v ∈ cpar′(sim′(q′)) for each c-child q′ of q,
and v ∈ anc′(sim′(q′′)) for each d-child q′′ of q}.
We will show that this is equivalent to sim(q) ∩ V , by transforming the last two conditions in the above equation. By
induction hypothesis, equations E1, E2 and E3 hold for the q′ and q′′ in the above equation. First consider the condition
C1: v ∈ anc′(sim′(q′′))
in the above equation. By E2, we have: anc′(sim′(q′′)) = anc(sim(q′′)) ∩ V . Since we are only considering v ∈ V , C1 is
equivalent to the following:
C1′: v ∈ anc(sim(q′′)).
Now, consider the condition
C2: v ∈ cpar′(sim′(q′))
in the above equation for sim′(q). By E3, we have:
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cpar(sim(q′)) ∩ V − {vm}.
In condition C2, consider two cases:
Case 1. v ∈ V − {vm}. By E3′ , C2 is equivalent to the following:
C2′: v ∈ cpar(sim(q′)).
Case 2. v = vm . By E3′ , since q′ is a c-child of q, with τ (q) = τ (v = vm), we have that cpar′(sim′(q′)) = cpar(sim(q′)) ∩ V .
So, condition C2 is again equivalent to C2′ .
So, condition C2 is equivalent to C2′ , for all v ∈ V . Substituting C1′ and C2′ for C1 and C2 respectively, the above equation
for sim′(q) becomes
sim′(q) = {v ∈ V ∣∣ τ (v) = τ (q), v ∈ cpar(sim(q′)) for each c-child q′ of q,
and v ∈ anc(sim(q′′)) for each d-child q′′ of q}
= sim(q) ∩ V .
This completes the induction step for E1. The induction steps for E2 and E3 are very similar to their base cases given
above. 
Example 6.5. Consider Q , V as depicted in Fig. 6. To test for the existence of a homomorphism from Q to V Q , we com-
pute the augmented simulation of Q by V , using algorithm Augmented XPSimulation. For each vertex q ∈ Q , in bottom-up
order, consider sim′(q), cpar′(sim′(q)) and anc′(sim′(q)). For this example, we have anc′(sim′(q)) = {v0, v A, vB}, for all q ∈ Q .
We list sim′(q) and cpar′(sim′(q)) below; a set is empty if it is not listed. cpar′(sim′(q8)) = {vB}. sim′(q5) = {vB}, be-
cause vB ∈ cpar′(sim′(q8)). cpar′(sim′(q3)) = {vB}. sim′(q2) = {vB}, because vB ∈ cpar′(sim′(q3)). sim′(q1) = {v A}, because
v A is in anc′(sim′(q5)), anc′(sim′(q2)) and anc′(sim′(q6)). sim′(q0) = {v0}, because v0 ∈ anc′(sim′(q1)). By Theorem 6.4, since
v0 ∈ sim′(q0), there exists a homomorphism from Q to V Q , and there exists a contained rewriting of Q using V .
Note that, for each q ∈ Q , the sim′(q) given here is the intersection of sim(q) from Example 6.4 with V .
7. Obtaining all the homomorphisms and the MCR
In this section, we ﬁrst present a compact way of representing all the homomorphisms from Q 2 to Q 1, for Q 1, Q 2 ∈
XP(/, //, [ ]). This will be used to represent all the homomorphisms from Q to V Q . Then we see how to obtain MCR(Q , V )
from this representation.
Recall that N1 and N2 are the sets of vertices of Q 1 and Q 2, respectively, including the roots labeled /. The simulation
relation we deﬁned in Section 6 is called forward simulation. It is based only on the outgoing arcs at each vertex. For p1 ∈ N1
and p2 ∈ N2, whether p1 ∈ sim(p2) depends only on the subtrees rooted at p1 and p2. So, even if p1 ∈ sim(p2), there need
not be a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 that maps p2 to p1 (except for the case p2 = root(Q 2) and p1 = root(Q 1)). This is
because the existence of such a homomorphism depends on all of Q 2 and Q 1. To determine when such a homomorphism
exists, we do the following.
• Similar to forward simulation, we deﬁne backward simulation of Q 2 by Q 1, that is based on the unique incoming arc
at each vertex.
• Then, we deﬁne forward and backward simulation (abbreviated FBsimulation) of Q 2 by Q 1, that is based on both the
incoming and the outgoing arcs at each vertex ([26] deﬁnes the FBsimulation of Q 2 by a document D). It is our
compact way (referred to in the ﬁrst paragraph of this section) of representing all the homomorphisms from Q 2 to Q 1.
• Finally, we show how to obtain all the homomorphisms from Q 2 to Q 1, from FBsimulation.
Then we apply these ideas to represent all the homomorphisms from Q to V Q , and to obtain MCR(Q , V ).
Deﬁnition 7.1 (Backward simulation relation). Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]); let N1 and N2 be their sets of vertices, respectively,
including the roots labeled /. The backward simulation relation (denoted Bsimulation) from Q 2 to Q 1 is the largest binary
relation B ⊆ N2 × N1 such that, whenever p2 B p1, the following conditions hold:
1. Preserve vertex tag names: τ (p1) = τ (p2); also, if p2 = opv(Q 2) then p1 = opv(Q 1).
2. Preserve c-arc relationships: If p2 is a c-child of p′2, then p1 is a c-child of p′1 and p′2 B p′1.
3. Preserve d-arc relationships: If p2 is a d-child of p′′2, then p1 has an ancestor p′′1 such that p′′2 B p′′1.
If p2 B p1, we say that p2 is Bsimulated by p1, p1 Bsimulates p2, or p1 is a Bsimulator of p2; let Bsim(p2) ⊆ N1 denote
the set of all Bsimulators of p2.
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Input: Two queries Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]), with vertex sets N1 and N2.
Output: FBsimulation of Q 2 by Q 1 ; i.e., FBsim(p2) ⊆ N1 for each p2 ∈ N2.
(1) Compute sim(p2) for all p2 ∈ N2 , using algorithm XPSimulation.
Recall that this is done bottom-up in N2.
(2) If root(Q 1) /∈ sim(root(Q 2)), set FBsim(p2) ← ∅ for all p2 ∈ N2 ; exit.
Else set FBsim(root(Q 2)) ← {root(Q 1)}.
(3) Compute FBsimulation top-down in Q 2 , as follows. Suppose that for some vertex p2 ∈ N2 , we have computed FBsim(p2). Let p′2 be a child of p2:
If p′2 is a c-child of p2:
FBsim(p′2) ← {p′1 ∈ sim(p′2) | p′1 is a c-child of some p1 ∈ FBsim(p2)};
i.e., FBsim(p′2) ← sim(p′2) ∩ c-children(FBsim(p2)).
If p′2 is a d-child of p2:
FBsim(p′2) ← {p′1 ∈ sim(p′2) | p′1 is a descendant of some p1 ∈ FBsim(p2)};
i.e., FBsim(p′2) ← sim(p′2) ∩ descendants(FBsim(p2)).
Fig. 9. Algorithm for computing the FBsimulation of Q 2 by Q 1.
Deﬁnition 7.2 (Forward and backward simulation). Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]); let N1 and N2 be their sets of vertices, respec-
tively, including the roots labeled /. The forward and backward simulation relation (denoted FBsimulation) from Q 2 to Q 1 is
the largest binary relation FB ⊆ N2 × N1 such that, whenever p2 FB p1, the following conditions hold:
1. Preserve vertex tag names: τ (p1) = τ (p2); also, if p2 = opv(Q 2) then p1 = opv(Q 1).
2. Preserve c-arc relationships:
• If p2 has a c-child p′2, then p1 has a c-child p′1 such that p′2 FB p′1.• If p2 is a c-child of p′2, then p1 is a c-child of p′1 and p′2 FB p′1.
3. Preserve d-arc relationships:
• If p2 has a d-child p′′2, then p1 has a descendant p′′1 such that p′′2 FB p′′1.• If p2 is a d-child of p′′2, then p1 has an ancestor p′′1 such that p′′2 FB p′′1.
If p2 FB p1, we say that p2 is FBsimulated by p1, p1 FBsimulates p2, or p1 is a FBsimulator of p2; let FBsim(p2) ⊆ N1
denote the set of all FBsimulators of p2.
We can compute the FBsimulation of Q 2 by Q 1 using algorithm FBSimulation (Fig. 9). It ﬁrst computes forward simulation
(bottom-up) using algorithm XPSimulation, and then computes backward simulation top-down. As we saw in Section 6,
Step 1 takes O (|Q 1||Q 2|) time. Step 2 takes O (1) time. For each p′2 ∈ N2, Step 3 takes O (|Q 1|) time; over all p′2 ∈ N2, it
takes O (|Q 1||Q 2|) time. So, this algorithm runs in O (|Q 1||Q 2|) time.
Example 7.1. Consider the Q and V Q in Fig. 6. In Example 6.4, we computed the forward simulation of Q by V Q .
Now, we compute the forward and backward simulation, using algorithm FBSimulation. Since v0 ∈ sim(q0), we have
FBsim(q0) = {v0}. Then we proceed in top-down order of vertices in Q . Since q1 is a d-child of q0, FBsim(q1) =
sim(q1) ∩ descendants(FBsim(q0)) = {q1, v A}. Similarly, FBsim(q5) = sim(q5) ∩ descendants(FBsim(q1)) = {q5, vB}. Since q8 is
a c-child of q5, FBsim(q8) = sim(q8)∩ c-children (FBsim(q5)) = {q8,q8′ }. For this particular example, it turns out that
FBsim(q) = sim(q), for all q ∈ Q .
Suppose that we add a c-child vH to vertex v A in V , with τ (vH ) = h. Then in the forward simulation of Q by V Q , we
would have sim(q8) = {q8,q8′ , vH }. This would not affect sim(q) or FBsim(q) for any other vertex. Also, FBsim(q8) would still
be {q8,q8′ }.
Theorem 7.1. Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]).
1. There exists a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 that maps vertex p2 ∈ Q 2 to vertex p1 ∈ Q 1 iff p1 ∈ FBsim(p2).
2. Let (p2, p′2) be an arc in Q 2 , p1 ∈ FBsim(p2), and p′1 ∈ FBsim(p′2). There exists a homomorphismΛ from Q 2 to Q 1 withΛ(p2) =
p1 and Λ(p′2) = p′1 iff the following holds:
(a) If p′2 is a c-child of p2 , p′1 must be a c-child of p1 .
(b) If p′2 is a d-child of p2 , p′1 must be a descendant of p1 . 
Using part 2 of Theorem 7.1, we can compute all homomorphisms from Q 2 to Q 1, in time linear in the size of the
output. The homomorphisms are deﬁned top-down, starting with Λ(root(Q 2)) = root(Q 1). Suppose that we have deﬁned
Λ(p2), for some vertex p2 ∈ Q 2; part 2 gives us the possible choices for Λ(p′2), for a child p′2 of p2.
Now, consider the computation of MCR(Q , V ). By Theorems 6.1 and 7.1, MCR(Q , V ) can be computed from the FBsim-
ulation of Q by V Q . For q ∈ Q , let FBsim(q) denote the set of vertices in V Q that forward and backward simulate q; this
is the output of algorithm FBSimulation, on input (Q , V Q ). Because of Step S2 in the construction of V Q ,
∑
q∈Q |FBsim(q)|
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Input: Two queries Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]), with vertex sets NQ and NV .
Output: Augmented FBsimulation of Q by V ; i.e., FBsim′(q) ⊆ NV for each q ∈ NQ .
(1) Compute sim′(q) for all q ∈ NQ , using algorithm Augmented XPSimulation.
Recall that this is done bottom-up in NQ .
(2) If root(V ) /∈ sim′(root(Q )), set FBsim′(q) ← ∅ for all q ∈ NQ ; exit.
Else set FBsim′(root(Q )) ← {root(V )}.
(3) Compute the augmented FBsimulation top-down in Q , as follows. Suppose that for some vertex q ∈ NQ , we have computed FBsim′(q). Let q′ be a child of q:
If q′ is a c-child of q:
FBsim′(q′) ← {v ′ ∈ sim′(q′) | v ′ is a c-child of some v ∈ FBsim′(q)};
i.e., FBsim′(q′) ← sim′(q′) ∩ c-children(FBsim′(q)).
If q′ is a d-child of q:
FBsim′(q′) ← {v ′ ∈ sim′(q′) | v ′ is a descendant of some v ∈ FBsim′(q)};
i.e., FBsim′(q′) ← sim′(q′) ∩ descendants(FBsim′(q)).
Fig. 10. Algorithm for computing the augmented FBsimulation of Q by V .
need not be O (|Q ||V |). So, for each q ∈ Q , we only want to compute FBsim(q) ∩ V . We accomplish this by computing the
augmented FBsimulation of Q by V using algorithm Augmented FBSimulation (Fig. 10). It differs from algorithm FBSimulation
only in that it uses sim′( ) (from algorithm Augmented XPSimulation), in place of sim( ) (from algorithm XPSimulation). For
each vertex q ∈ Q , let FBsim′(q) be the output of this algorithm; since FBsim′(q) ⊆ V , ∑q∈Q |FBsim′(q)| = O (|Q ||V |). Like
algorithm FBSimulation, algorithm Augmented FBSimulation runs in O (|Q ||V |) time. We have the following.
Theorem 7.2. Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). For each vertex q ∈ Q , let FBsim(q) and FBsim′(q) be deﬁned as follows.
• FBsim(q) is the output of algorithm FBSimulation, on input (Q , V Q ); it is the set of vertices in V Q that FBsimulate q.
• FBsim′(q) is the output of algorithm Augmented FBSimulation, on input (Q , V ).
Then, FBsim′(q) = FBsim(q) ∩ V . Algorithm Augmented FBSimulation computes FBsim′(q), for all q ∈ Q , in O (|Q ||V |) time.
Proof. That FBsim′(q) = FBsim(q) ∩ V follows from Theorem 6.4, and Step 3 in algorithm FBSimulation. The runtime analysis
is given above. 
Example 7.2. Consider the Q , V in Fig. 6. In Example 6.5, we computed sim′(q), for all vertices q ∈ Q . Now, we com-
pute FBsim′(q), in top-down order; it is empty if it is not listed below. FBsim′(q0) = {v0}, FBsim′(q1) = {v A}, FBsim′(q2) =
FBsim′(q5) = {vB}.
Note that, for each q ∈ Q , the FBsim′(q) given here is the intersection of FBsim(q) from Example 7.1 with V .
Using FBsim′( ), we want to compute homomorphisms from Q to V Q . For this, we need the following modiﬁed version
of Theorem 7.1.
Theorem 7.3. Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]).
1. There exists a homomorphism from Q to V Q that maps vertex q ∈ Q to vertex v ∈ V iff v ∈ FBsim′(q).
2. Let (q,q′) be an arc in Q , v ∈ FBsim′(q), and v ′ ∈ FBsim′(q′). There exists a homomorphism Λ from Q to V Q with Λ(q) = v and
Λ(q′) = v ′ iff the following holds:
(a) If q′ is a c-child of q, v ′ must be a c-child of v.
(b) If q′ is a d-child of q, v ′ must be a descendant of v.
3. Let (q,q′) be an arc in Q . There exists a homomorphism Λ from Q to V Q with Λ(q) ∈ FBsim′(q) and Λ(q′) ∈ V Q − V iff the
following holds:
(a) If q′ is a c-child of q, vm must be in FBsim′(q). In this case, Λ(q) = vm.
(b) If q′ is a d-child of q, ({v0} ∪ trunk(V )) ∩ FBsim′(q) must be nonempty. In this case, Λ(q) ∈ ({v0} ∪ trunk(V )) ∩ FBsim′(q).
Proof. We will separately prove each of the three items.
Item 1. By Theorem 7.2, FBsim′(q) = FBsim(q) ∩ V . So, for v ∈ V , v ∈ FBsim′(q) iff v ∈ FBsim(q). So, this item 1 follows from
item 1 in Theorem 7.1.
Item 2. By Theorem 7.2, FBsim′(q) = FBsim(q) ∩ V and FBsim′(q′) = FBsim(q′) ∩ V . So, this item 2 follows from item 2 in
Theorem 7.1.
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The “if” part. We will prove subitems (a) and (b) separately.
Item 3(a) “if”. Let q′ be a c-child of q, and vm ∈ FBsim′(q). We have τ (q) = τ (vm). In the construction of V Q , the subtree
of Q rooted at q′ (call this vertex copy q′2) would be attached to vm in Step S2; so, q′2 ∈ FBsim(q′). Then, by item 2(a) in
Theorem 7.1, there exists a homomorphism Λ from Q to V Q with Λ(q) = vm ∈ FBsim′(q) and Λ(q′) = q′2 ∈ V Q − V .
Item 3(b) “if”. Let q′ be a d-child of q, and ({v0} ∪ trunk(V )) ∩ FBsim′(q) = ∅. Consider any vertex v ∈ ({v0} ∪ trunk(V )) ∩
FBsim′(q). In the construction of V Q , consider the copy of q′ (call this vertex copy q′1) in the copy of Q attached to vm
in Step S1; so, q′1 ∈ FBsim(q′). Then, by item 2(b) in Theorem 7.1, there exists a homomorphism Λ from Q to V Q with
Λ(q) = v ∈ FBsim′(q) and Λ(q′) = q′1 ∈ V Q − V .
The “only if” part. Let Λ be a homomorphism, with Λ(q) ∈ FBsim′(q) and Λ(q′) ∈ V Q − V . By item 1 in Theorem 7.1,
Λ(q′) ∈ FBsim(q′). We will prove subitems (a) and (b) separately.
Item 3(a) “only if”. Let q′ be a c-child of q. By item 2(a) in Theorem 7.1, Λ(q′) ∈ V Q − V must be a c-child of Λ(q) ∈ V ,
in V Q . By the construction of V Q , this is only possible if Λ(q) = vm , and the subtree of Q rooted at Λ(q′) was attached to
vm in Step S2.
Item 3(b) “only if”. Let q′ be a d-child of q. By item 2(b) in Theorem 7.1, Λ(q′) ∈ V Q − V must be a descendant
of Λ(q) ∈ V , in V Q . By the construction of V Q , only vertices in {v0} ∪ trunk(V ) have descendants in V Q − V ; so,
Λ(q) ∈ {v0} ∪ trunk(V ). 
We can compute homomorphisms Λ from Q to V Q , using Theorem 7.3; this is similar to the procedure outlined after
Theorem 7.1, except when we use item 3 in Theorem 7.3. Consider an arc (q,q′) as speciﬁed in item 3: The subtree of Q
rooted at q′ is in the R ′Λ described in Theorem 6.1; so we need not compute Λ() for descendants of q′ . Compute the rewrit-
ing RΛ described in Theorem 6.1. MCR(Q , V ) is the union of all these RΛ ’s, over all homomorphisms Λ. So, MCR(Q , V ) can
be computed from FBsim′( ) in O (|MCR(Q , V )|) time. Lakshmanan et al. [15] showed that, in the worst case, |MCR(Q , V )|
could be exponential in |Q |. But FBsim′( ) only has size ∑q∈Q |FBsim′(q)| = O (|Q ||V |). So, they provide a compact represen-
tation of MCR(Q , V ), and can also be computed in O (|Q ||V |) time. This represents an O (|V |) improvement over the labels
of [15]. Their labels together have size O (|Q ||V |2), and need O (|Q ||V |2) time to compute. The MCR(Q , V ) computed by
our algorithm is the same as that in [15].
Example 7.3. Consider the Q , V in Fig. 6. In Example 6.3, we presented a homomorphism Λ from Q to V Q , and the corre-
sponding rewriting RΛ . This same rewriting can be obtained using Theorem 7.3, from the FBsim′( ) computed in Example 7.2,
as follows; the item numbers below correspond to the item numbers in Theorem 7.3. Λ(q0) = v0. By item 2(b), Λ(q1) = v A ,
and Λ(q2) = Λ(q5) = vB . By item 3(a), Λ(q8) ∈ V Q − V , and Λ(q3) ∈ V Q − V . By item 3(b), Λ(q6) ∈ V Q − V . R ′Λ consists
of the subtrees rooted at q3, q6 and q8. Λ(q4) and Λ(q7) need not be computed.
The MCR(Q , V ) as obtained above, could have the following two problems:
P1 The individual rewritings RΛ might not be minimal; it might be possible to delete some subtrees in RΛ and get a
smaller query equivalent to RΛ .
P2 The individual rewritings RΛ might not be “irredundant”: It might be the case that RΛ ⊆ RΛ′ , for two rewritings RΛ
and RΛ′ output by our algorithm.
Lakshmanan et al. [15] did not consider problem P1. Our algorithm Minimal Rewritings (Fig. 11) solves this problem. So
far, we have discussed Steps 4–7, excluding Step 6.2; they output MCR(Q , V ) as the union of rewritings RΛ ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]).
Steps 1–3 and 6.2 ensure that each RΛ is minimal. We have the following.
Theorem 7.4. Let Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). AlgorithmMinimal Rewritings outputs MCR(Q , V ) as the union ofminimal rewritings RΛ ∈
XP(/, //, [ ]). It runs in O (|Q |2 + |Q ||V | + |MCR(Q , V )|) time.
Proof. As discussed above, Steps 4–7, excluding Step 6.2, output MCR(Q , V ) as the union of rewritings RΛ ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]).
By Theorem 7.2, Step 4 runs in O (|Q ||V |) time. Steps 5–7, excluding Step 6.2, run in O (|MCR(Q , V )|) time.
Steps 1–3 and 6.2 ensure that each RΛ is minimal. In particular, Steps 1 and 2 minimize Q . This ensures that each tree
T ∈ R ′Λ is minimal, because T is a subtree of Q . Step 6.2 removes redundant trees in R ′Λ; this ensures that RΛ is minimal.
Correctness of this step follows from Lemma 3.3 in [25]. Step 3 is only used to speed up Step 6.2.
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Input: Two queries Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]).
Output: MCR(Q , V ) as the union of minimal rewritings, where each rewriting is in XP(/, //, [ ]).
(1) Compute sim( ), the simulation relation on Q , using algorithm XPSimulation, with input (Q , Q ).
(2) Minimize Q using sim( ), as in [25].
(3) Set up two two-dimensional boolean arrays Sim[ ] and AncSim[ ], indexed by the vertices in the minimized Q :
• Sim[q1,q2] = 1 iff q2 ∈ sim(q1).
• AncSim[q1,q2] = 1 iff q2 ∈ anc(sim(q1)).
(4) Compute FBsim′( ), the augmented FBsimulation of Q by V , using algorithm Augmented FBSimulation, with input (Q , V ).
(5) Compute all the homomorphisms Λ from Q to V Q , using Theorem 7.3.
(6) For each homomorphism Λ computed in Step 5, construct RΛ as follows:
1. Construct R ′Λ as explained in Theorem 6.1.
2. Minimize R ′Λ as follows. Delete a tree T1 from R ′Λ if there exists T2 ∈ R ′Λ such that the following holds:
(a) If root(T1) is a c-child in Q : root(T2) is also a c-child and root(T2) ∈ sim(root(T1)).
(b) If root(T1) is a d-child in Q : root(T2) ∈ sim(root(T1)) ∪ anc(sim(root(T1))).
3. Construct RΛ from R ′Λ , as explained in Theorem 6.1.
(7) Set MCR(Q , V ) to be the union of all the RΛ ’s constructed in Step 6.
Fig. 11. Algorithm for computing MCR(Q , V ) as the union of minimal rewritings.
Steps 1–3 take O (|Q |2) time [25]. For each T1 ∈ R ′Λ , Step 6.2(a)–(b) takes O (1) time, using the arrays Sim[ ] and
AncSim[ ] computed in Step 3. Over all T1 ∈ R ′Λ , it takes O (|R ′Λ|) time; since this is the same as the runtime of Step 6.1, it
does not increase the runtime of the algorithm. 
Problem P2 is much harder to solve completely. Lakshmanan et al. [15] generate all partial embeddings of Q in V , and
then eliminate the ones that correspond to redundant rewritings. In our approach, we can eliminate the generation of some
embeddings Λ that correspond to redundant RΛ . This can be done using any combination of the following, in Step 3 of
FBsim′( ) computation:
1. If for some p1 ∈ FBsim(p2), we ﬁnd a p′1 ∈ V − trunk(V ) to include in FBsim(p′2), then do not add any other p′1, resulting
from that p1, to FBsim(p′2). The justiﬁcation for this: This particular choice of p′1 results in mapping the subtree rooted
at p′2 into V − trunk(V ); so this subtree would not contribute to R ′Λ .
2. Consider a p′2 that has no c-child. If, for some p1 ∈ FBsim(p2), there are many choices for p′1 ∈ trunk(V ) to include in
FBsim(p′2), then take only the highest one (i.e., the vi with the smallest i).
These changes do not affect the O (|Q ||V |) runtime for computing FBsim′( ). They would substantially decrease the num-
ber of redundant embeddings generated. Then, we can use the approach of [15] to eliminate any further embeddings that
correspond to redundant rewritings.
8. Extending our results
In this section, we ﬁrst extend the necessity of homomorphism for query containment (which was previously known
for XP(/, //, [ ])) to larger subsets of XP(/, //, [ ],∗). This automatically extends our results for the MCR problem (Sections 6
and 7) to the same fragment. Consider our Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, which we reproduce below.
Lemma 3.1. Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗). If there exists a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 then Q 1 ⊆ Q 2 . 
Theorem 3.2. (See [1].) Let Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). Q 1 ⊆ Q 2 iff there exists a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 . 
As mentioned in Section 3, Milo and Suciu [20] and Miklau and Suciu [19] showed that Theorem 3.2 does not hold, in
general, for Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗). [20,19,10,27] extended Theorem 3.2 to various subsets of XP(/, //, [ ],∗). We present
one more such extension. We proved our results in Sections 6–7 only for Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]), because they depend on the
existence of homomorphisms. Those results can now be extended to each of these subsets of XP(/, //, [ ],∗). We need the
following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 8.1 (Star-restricted queries, SRXP(/, //, [ ],∗)). (See [4].) A query Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗) is star-restricted if, for each
vertex q ∈ Q with τ (q) = ∗, the following holds: q is a nonleaf vertex, and all the arcs at q (both incoming and outgoing)
are c-arcs. Let SRXP(/, //, [ ],∗) be the class of star-restricted queries in XP(/, //, [ ],∗).
Deﬁnition 8.2 (Weakly star-restricted queries, WSRXP(/, //, [ ],∗)). A query Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗) is weakly star-restricted if, for
each vertex q ∈ Q with τ (q) = ∗, the following holds: q is a nonleaf vertex, and either
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• Type 2. q has at least two c-children with different tag names = ∗.
Let WSRXP(/, //, [ ],∗) be the class of weakly star-restricted queries in XP(/, //, [ ],∗).
Clearly, WSRXP(/, //, [ ],∗) ⊃ SRXP(/, //, [ ],∗); the containment is strict, because the query Q in Fig. 1 is in
WSRXP(/, //, [ ],∗)− SRXP(/, //, [ ],∗). We extend Theorem 3.2 as follows.
Theorem 8.1. Let Q 1 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗) and Q 2 ∈ WSRXP(/, //, [ ],∗). Q 1 ⊆ Q 2 iff there exists a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1 .
Proof. The “if” part follows from Lemma 3.1. Consider the “only if” part. Our proof extends the proof of Theorem 3.2 given
by Amer-Yahia et al. [1]. Miklau and Suciu [19] deﬁned star length of Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗) to be the length s of the longest path
(x1, x2, . . . , xs) in Q of vertices with tag ∗, connected by c-arcs: τ (xi) = ∗ (1 i  s), and (xi, xi+1) is a c-arc (1 i < s).
Let s be the star length of Q 2.
Let α,β ∈ Σ be two tag names that do not appear in Q 1 or Q 2. From Q 1, we construct an XML document D1 as follows:
• Each vertex q1 ∈ Q 1 becomes a node q′1. If τ (q1) = ∗ then τ (q′1) = τ (q1); else τ (q′1) = α.• Each c-arc in Q 1 becomes a child edge in D1.
• Each d-arc (p,q) in Q 1 is replaced by the path
(p, y1, y2, . . . , ys+1,q) (P1)
of nodes, connected by parent–child edges. y1, y2, . . . , ys+1 are “new nodes” not used anywhere else; τ (yi) = β for
1 i  s + 1.
There is a natural embedding Γ1 of Q 1 in D1 that maps each vertex q1 to its corresponding node q′1. Let opv(Q 1) = p1
and let p′1 be the corresponding node in D1; we have p′1 ∈ Q 1(D1). Since Q 1 ⊆ Q 2, we must have p′1 ∈ Q 2(D1). So, there
must exist an embedding Γ2 of Q 2 in D1 such that Γ2(opv(Q 2)) = p′1. We claim that Γ2 cannot map any vertex q2 ∈ Q 2 to
a “new node” (with tag name β) in D1. This is certainly the case if τ (q2) = ∗, because τ (q2) = β . So, let τ (q2) = ∗; consider
two cases depending on the type of q2 (see Deﬁnition 8.2).
Case 1. q2 is of Type 2. Consider two subcases depending on the possible location of Γ2(q2) in the path (P1) speciﬁed above.
Case 1.1. Γ2(q2) = yi , for some i, 1 i  s. Then Γ2 must map any c-child of q2 to yi+1. But this is not possible, since q2
has a c-child q′2 with τ (q′2) = ∗, and τ (q′2) = β = τ (yi+1).
Case 1.2. Γ2(q2) = ys+1. Then Γ2 must map any c-child of q2 to the node q in the path (P1); but this is not possible, since
q2 has at least two c-children with different tag names = ∗.
Case 2. q2 is of Type 1. Let Γ2(q2) = yi , 1 i  s + 1. Let q2 be the c-child of q′2; Γ2(q′2) is the parent of yi . If i > 1, then
Γ2(q′2) must be yi−1; so, τ (q′2) must be ∗; by Case 1 above, q′2 must be of Type 1. Applying this argument iteratively, Q 2
must have a sequence of vertices with tag ∗, connected by c-arcs, that map to (y1, y2, . . . , yi). Similarly, we can show that
Q 2 must have a sequence of vertices with tag ∗, connected by c-arcs, that map to (yi, yi+1, . . . , ys+1). Putting these two
chains together, Q 2 must have a sequence of vertices with tag ∗, connected by c-arcs, that map to (y1, y2, . . . , ys+1). This
contradicts our assumption that s is the star length of Q 2.
We conclude that Γ2 cannot map any vertex q2 ∈ Q 2 to a “new node” in D1. Since Γ1 is one-to-one from Q 1 to D1, its
inverse Γ −11 is a function from the old nodes in D1 to Q 1. So, Γ
−1
1 ◦ Γ2 is a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1. 
Now, our results for the MCR problem in Sections 6–7 can be extended as follows:
• V can be any query in XP(/, //, [ ],∗), and Q can be any query in WSRXP(/, //, [ ],∗).
• Q 1 can be any query in XP(/, //, [ ],∗), and Q 2 can be any query in WSRXP(/, //, [ ],∗).
• Recall that the deﬁnition of homomorphism (Deﬁnition 3.4) is for Q 1, Q 2 ∈ XP(/, //, [ ],∗).
• Deﬁnition of V Q , Step S2: Replace “τ (q) = τ (vm)” by “τ (q) = ∗ or τ (q) = τ (vm)”. Same change to Step S2′ .
• Deﬁnition 6.2 and algorithm XPSimulation: Replace “τ (p1) = τ (p2)” by “τ (p2) = ∗ or τ (p1) = τ (p2)”.
9. Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the problem of answering a query Q using a materialized view V . We studied two versions of
the problem: Equivalent Rewriting (ER), and Maximal Contained Rewriting (MCR). For both versions of the problem, we ﬁrst
considered the case where Q , V ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]); XP(/, //, [ ]) is the class of tree pattern queries without wildcard nodetests.
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when an equivalent rewriting exists, and to ﬁnd a minimal such rewriting when it exists. This compares evenly with
the O (|Q |2 + |Q ||V |) algorithm of Xu and Ozsoyoglu [30], for general Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]). This is because testing if a given
Q ∈ XP(/, //, [ ]) is minimal, or minimizing such a Q takes O (|Q |2) time. Our main contribution is a nice insight into when
ER(Q , V ) exists, when Q is minimal.
For the MCR problem, we presented an O (|Q ||V |) algorithm for determining if a contained rewriting exists, and to
construct a compact representation of all the contained rewritings when they exist. MCR(Q , V ) can then be obtained in
O (|MCR(Q , V )|) time. This represents an O (|V |) factor improvement over the algorithms of Lakshmanan et al. [15].
Finally, we extended our results for the MCR problem to a large fragment of XP(/, //, [ ],∗) that allows restricted occur-
rences of wildcard nodetests. We also presented several interesting results on query homomorphisms, and the relationship
between homomorphisms and simulation.
Finally, we present three open problems:
1. What is the time complexity of determining if there exists a homomorphism from Q 2 to Q 1? Can it be done faster
than the O (|Q 1||Q 2|) time mentioned in Theorem 3.5?
2. What is the time complexity of determining if a contained rewriting of Q using V exists? In particular, is our O (|Q ||V |)
algorithm in Section 6 optimal? By Theorem 6.1, this is related to Problem 1 above.
3. Consider the MCR problem. We only studied expressing MCR(Q , V ) as the union of contained rewritings, where each
contained rewriting is restricted to be in XP(/, //, [ ]); this disallows the boolean operator or inside the predicates, and
the union operator |, in each contained rewriting. Lakshmanan et al. [15] showed that, in the worst case, the number
of such contained rewritings could be exponential in |Q |. If we allow or and | in each contained rewriting, does there
always exist an MCR(Q , V ) with size polynomial in |Q | and |V |?
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